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About This Game

The servants of Lucifer stole the Stone of the Dead and opened the gates of the Hell!
You are to fight with Lucifer and restore the Stone of the Dead before rising of the bloody moon!

Otherwise, Lucifer will gain power over the world and the dark forces will remain forever in the world of the living.

Buy more than 40 magical items for your home.
Magic gameplay

More than 100 exciting levels.
9 locations with the search of the words

Get all the awards
Original graphic arts
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Title: Save Halloween: City of Witches
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Quick Click Games
Publisher:
Calenture Remedy Ltd
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 900Mhz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: integrated

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,French,German,Dutch,Russian
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This is Pretty FUN!!!!
. I played for 67 minutes and I think I've been through everything the game has to offer. Not exactly value for money and it
seems like development is over so it won't get any better.. This game has a lot of potential and overall it's a pretty decent game.
I'd recommend it for the potential of things to come. I've done my share of research regarding builds and content further in the
game. It's kind've a must-do thing for games like this.

Pros:
- Although not the most solid tabletop system, it does what it's intended to do.

- Pretty decent character customization as far as skills go, but it lacks the depth that a lot of tabletop games offer.

- Several races and classes to choose from.

Cons:
- Battle maps feel limited and have a very small amount of space to move around. Limiting movement to 1 square and dashes to
2 squares is a nice work around this but it'd be neat the maps should be bigger and create a sort of dungeon crawl experience
complete with traps and ambushes?

- Very limited character portraits.

- No steam workshop support. This is due to the fact that this is a web based game. It'd be nice if players could add their own
portraits, quests and even homebrew classes to the game. Players love making their own content for things like this. As a
programmer myself, this would be challenging, but doable.

Conclave has a lot of potential to be a great game but it feels like it's missing a niche. I'm looking forward to playing more and
to see what kind've new things the team brings to the table.. I was feeling nostalgic when I got this and I dont regret it all.
Graphics are of course dated from a game released in 1995.
Choose your ... vehicle ? and race, its that simple.
Each racer has their strengths and weaknesses from being fast but not agile or just being able to hits walls at speed with more
frequency there is something for every race style.
As always highy recommends this old gem .... when its on sale.. Ths game has potiontal to be really great, but it's not.... The
game itself is a little bit complicated to get the hang of, and the toturial isn't very helpful. But that's things, that you learn by trial
and error.
The biggest error for me, is the speed of the game. OMG!! My PC are less than 1 year old, and still everything is moving like in
slowmotion!!. The same goes for loading and saving the game.
It stresses your brain and is so annoying, that after a few hours of actual gameplay (the rest was waitingtime....), I'm giving up.
It's impossible to make a great zoo and be taken on a wildlife adventure, when you can take naps between clicks with the mouse,
and the reaction to the mouseclick.
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Don't buy it! You would be wasting your money! I would rather play an old Zoo Tycoon game, than this one!. So it's sort of a
hybrid of a tower defense game and a rail shooter, extremely short but it has the potential for growth if the dev sticks with it.

It does feel unpolished, different ship layouts, more levels, and more upgrades / towers would be nice, but I only paid $1.20 for
it, I've seen a few complaints about the "engrish" dialogue , I find it a bit charming myself

As it sits, it's nice little 2 hour distraction for the price you pay, would reccomend. 2 hard 4 me
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An interesting concept, but the AI could certainly use some work. I'm hoping this game gets frequent updates as the concept has
a lot of potential. I'm giving this a positive review so that the developers don't give up on updating Aurora Dusk to really
complete the concept and turn it into a game. It's a bit of fun in its current state but the replayability just isn't there yet.. I had
forgotten how much this game looked like it had been made with Microsoft Paint. But the nostalgia value was so worth the
money.. Treat a stream of patients with increasingly strange afflictions! As a wunderdoktor on a train, you treat those who come
to you by cutting their, uh, head-mushrooms and removing their... chest crystals? You don’t need to know how it works, just
make sure to help everyone before the time runs out! The game is simple and fun, but also has little side quests (of sorts). The
art, music and sound all give the game a whimsical feel, and it’s nice to traverse different areas as you journey across the land. If
this fun oddity sounds appealing to you, I suggest you try out Wunderdoktor!. nice games and where russia campaign. A little
buggy. But, overall, it's a solid roguelite that is dripping in Lovecraft. I've enjoyed the game immensely thus far. If you like
Cthulhu games and Enter the Gungeon, GET>THIS>GAME!
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